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Abstract

Data warehouses contain historic data providing in-
formation for analytical processing, decision making
and data mining tools. However, several business
intelligence applications nowadays require access to
real-time data to make sound decisions. As a con-
sequence, there is a great demand to incorporate new
data from sources to the data warehouse as fast as
possible. That motivates the construction of real-time
data warehouse. Despite high demand, moving from
a traditional data warehouse to a real-time one is not
straightforward since we have to deal with the prob-
lem of efficiently scheduling various activities, viz., up-
dates, view maintenances and OLAP transactions in
a timely manner. In addition, OLAP transactions are
now associated with deadlines (transaction timeliness)
and data freshness requirement (data timeliness). Bal-
ancing between these two requirements poses another
challenge in real-time data warehousing context. In
this paper, we present an efficient technique aimed at
updating data and performing view maintenance for
real-time data warehouses while still enforcing these
two timing requirements for the OLAP transactions.
Our proposed approach aims at addressing the is-
sues of applying updates and performing view mainte-
nance while still effectively serving user OLAP queries
in real-time data warehouse environment. Through
extensive empirical studies, we demonstrate the effi-
ciency of ORAD in achieving the goal of building a
real-time data warehouse.

1 Introduction

A real-time data warehouse serves the purpose of mon-
itoring the status of real-world objects in a dynamic
environment. It enables enterprise managers to take
effective decisions on the basis of the information that
it provides them. Therefore, accuracy and timeliness
of the information is a prime requirement. For exam-
ple, in financial institutions, trading is done in time
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differences of seconds or minutes, which requires lat-
est information regarding available prices and stocks.
Too much latency in the data can cause the organiza-
tion to lose a large amount of money.

In contrast to traditional data warehouses which
perform batch-job data maintenance on a periodic ba-
sis [24, 25, 27, 13, 8, 26], in real-time data warehouses,
updates are continuously supplied to the system, thus
requiring the data to be refreshed to meet the freshness
requirement. If these updates are not applied at the
right time, this will result in transactions reading stale
data, which would thus, present problems for the busi-
ness organization. However, it is not just enough to
apply updates; even business transactions must be al-
lowed to read the updated data at the same time. But
in a real-time system, updates and transactions come
at a high speed which results in the need of an effi-
cient scheduling strategy such that they do not conflict
with each other. Particularly, query results in real-
time data warehouses are expected on real-time data.
Nevertheless, data may be refreshed while the query is
being processed, so most real-time data warehouse sys-
tems allow queries to read some version of data that is
valid from the time the query has started. Depending
on the frequency of data updates, some systems even
permit reading slightly stale data. This is a type of
trading off data timeliness for transaction timeliness
[11]. In any case, traditional process of running pe-
riodic maintenance batches [18] does not satisfy data
freshness requirements of real-time data warehouses.
Hence, in real-time data warehouses, we need efficient
scheduling policies to deal well with write-only updates
propagated from sources, view maintenances caused by
updates, and read-only OLAP transactions.

When transactions’ deadlines are top priority, re-
serving multiple data versions to avoid conflict be-
tween OLAP transactions and maintenance activities
is shown to be an efficient solution [11, 18]. How-
ever, the versions take up too much space, and the
cost for selecting data versions may affect transac-
tion execution time, causing them to miss their dead-
lines. Though transaction deadlines may also be met
by sacrificing data freshness requirements, this should



be done in a controlled manner, since letting trans-
actions read too old data does not yield any business
value. Therefore a good scheduling approach should
reduce transactions missing deadlines, increase data
freshness, and reduce version scanning costs. In par-
ticular, the scheduler should result in:

∙ low pMD: percentage of transactions missing their
deadline

∙ high psuccess: percentage of transactions success-
fully meeting their deadline, without reading stale
data

∙ low overhead (storage and access costs) of reserv-
ing multiple data versions

In order to achieve the above goals, we propose an
efficient technique, called ORAD (On-demand ReAl-
time Data Warehouse), for performing updates and
view maintenances in soft real-time data warehouses
(i.e., missing a transaction’s deadlines makes the trans-
action useless, but it is not detrimental to the system)
while enforcing the two timing requirements on OLAP
transactions. ORAD, like other on-demand [1, 11] or
right-time [23] approaches, performs updates and view
maintenances only when required. Similar to [11],
ORAD decouples these tasks to further reduce the
system workload. However, unlike it, ORAD favors
giving transactions as fresh as possible data versions,
and proposes optimizations to enable easy availability
of newer data versions. While this version selection
scheme yields higher data freshness for transactions,
it may lengthen the transaction’s execution time by
increasing the number of on-demand requests. How-
ever, through extensive theoretical and empirical anal-
ysis, we demonstrate that ORAD’s optimizations help
alleviate this adverse factor and lead to better per-
formance than previous best-in-breed scheduling ap-
proaches [11], in terms of both transaction and data
timeliness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work is discussed in Section 2. ORAD approach
is detailed and analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 de-
scribes our experimental setup procedure. Empirical
comparisons with contemporary approaches are pre-
sented in Section 5. Finally, the paper is summarized
in Section 6 with directions for future work.

2 Literature Review

This section provides a formal discussion on the cur-
rent approaches towards both real-time database and
real-time data warehouse. By decomposing the real-
time data warehouse problem into two parts, the fea-
sibility of applying real-time database techniques to
real-time data warehouse is pointed out. Details are
given below.

2.1 Background

The issues of building a real-time data warehouse can
be divided into two complementary parts: (a) quickly
and robustly transforming changes from operational
data sources into data warehouse records, and (b) up-
dating the data warehouse using those records in a
timely manner. The first problem has been studied
for a long time in the literature [5, 4, 28, 29]. The de-
scriptions of such a method are as follows (see Figure
1):

∙ A monitor resides on the top of each individual
data source from which it collects changes of in-
terest and propagate to the data warehouse. If
the source supports relational-style triggers, the
monitor only needs to pass on that information.
Otherwise, it may need to extract the difference
between successive snapshots of the source data
(called delta changes [9, 28]).

∙ A centralized integrator at the data warehouse
is responsible for translating delta updates from
monitors to final records for loading purpose. In
cases when the table to be updated in the data
warehouse is constructed from more than one
source (e.g., a join view), the integrator needs to
build appropriate queries and send them to re-
lated sources.

The second problem is surprisingly identical to
what techniques in the real-time database field pur-
sue [1, 11]. In particular, they are also concerned with
integrating updates to the database as soon as possi-
ble. The only difference lies in the availability of such
updates: in real-time data warehouse, updates are
normally obtained by joining with other data sources
whereas in real-time database, they are assumed to
be available at hand [11]. Hence in some sense, much
of what is known about real-time database schedul-
ing, including theory and specific algorithms to testing
procedure, can be applied in real-time data warehouse
(obviously with some modifications). Our approach,
similar to [23], deals with the second problem. More
specifically, updates considered in ORAD are assumed
to be in the format that can be used to update the
data warehouse directly.

2.2 Related Work

Table 1 shows the characteristics of our proposed ap-
proach in comparison to those of outstanding tech-
niques in the literature. The detailed discussion is
given below.

In the field of real-time database, Adelberg. et al [1]
introduce four different algorithms for scheduling up-
dates and transactions (but not view maintenances)
namely Updates First, Transactions First, Split Up-
dates and On-Demand Updates. Extensive experi-
mental results demonstrate that On-Demand Updates



Technique Real-time Trans. TL. Data TL. Schedule
Our technique

√ √ √
Updates, View Maintenances, Trans.

Kao et al. [11]
√ √ √

Updates, View Maintenances, Trans.
Adelberg et al. [1]

√ √ √
Updates, Trans.

Adelberg et al. [2]
√ √ √

View Maintenances, Trans.
Kim et al. [12]

√ √
Not addressed Updates, Trans.

Santos et al. [20]
√

Not addressed
√

Not formally addressed
Thomsen et al. [23]

√
Not addressed

√
Not formally addressed

Thiele et al. [21]
√

Not addressed
√

Updates, Trans.
Luo et al. [16] Not addressed N/A N/A N/A
Quass et al. [18] Not addressed N/A N/A N/A

Table 1: Comparison of existing techniques (Trans. TL. is transaction timeliness, Data TL. is data timeliness,
Trans. is User Transaction).

yields the best performance among all the algorithms
in terms of both pMD and psuccess. Transactions First
(TF) also performs decently, as it yields high response
time and is good at meeting transaction deadlines.
However, the transactions end up with lower qual-
ity (too stale) data, thus, making it inefficient for
real-time use. In another paper [2], they explore the
problem of balancing between view maintenances and
transactions and observe that view recomputations of-
ten come in bursts, following the principle of update
locality. The pursued approach nevertheless, similar
to [1], do not consider the issue of scheduling in a sys-
tem where three types of activities are present.

Kao et al. [11] enhance the results obtained in
[1, 2] by proposing three scheduling policies, viz., first-
Updates, then-Recomputations, finally-Transactions
(URT), On-Demand and On-Demand-Hybrid that also
take into account view maintenances. Among these,
the On-Demand-Hybrid approach which allows trans-
actions to read slightly stale data (ODRTB, called
ODH-RCS in [11]) yields the lowest value for pMD.
The article also considers updates and view mainte-
nances to be decoupled, which helps reduce unneces-
sary workload caused by view maintenance activities.
Besides, these two activities are only carried out when
required, therefore, significantly reduce the overall sys-
tem load. However, the paper does not present an ef-
ficient method to reduce the storage or I/O overheads
of reserving multiple data versions, which may worsen
the deadline missing rate [18]. Though ODRTB was
designed for real-time databases, it is also applicable
for real-time data warehouses since its goal is to sched-
ule activities to minimize pMD.

Considering the work done in data warehouses,
Quass et al. [18] propose 2VNL (two-version no lock-
ing), a technique to support a 24-hour online data
warehouse that allows readers and maintenance trans-
actions to operate at the same time without locking
each other. An OLAP transaction in 2VNL has a high
probability of being restarted if its required data has
expired, while nVNL mitigates this problem by main-
taining multiple versions of data, similar to RCS strat-
egy proposed in [11]. However, in 2VNL as well as

nVNL, only updates and transactions are considered.
Furthermore, both 2VNL and nVNL are designed to
handle only one maintenance transaction at a time,
and if this assumption were to be relaxed, they would
need significant modifications to be usable in a real-
time data warehouse. In addition, since neither ap-
proach was designed for real-time purposes, no explicit
consideration is given to transaction deadlines.

For soft real-time data warehouses, Kim et al. [12]
propose COB, a technique that allows multiple mainte-
nance transactions (updates) and OLAP transactions
(but no view maintenance), to be executed concur-
rently while ensuring serialization. Besides, a data ob-
ject is updated when it is not being accessed by any
OLAP transaction, i.e, data freshness is obviously un-
controlled. COB is in fact an incomplete version of
the Transaction-First (TF) scheduling algorithm [1],
which while yielding a low value for pMD, gives trans-
actions very low quality data (i.e., psuccess is very
low). On demand (OD) on the other hand, has been
shown to yield the best overall performance among
other scheduling algorithms, including TF [1].

The issue of data loading in real-time data ware-
houses is also studied in [20, 23]. In [20], real-time
data is stored in staging tables having a schema struc-
ture similar to the original data warehouse. Although
their problem addressed is identical to ours, the crit-
ical issue of conflict management among updates and
OLAP transactions is not handled at all. Furthermore,
view maintenances are also not mentioned.

Thomsen et al. [23] present RiTE, a technique pro-
viding an on-demand data loading methodology for
real-time data warehouses. RiTE is similar to our ap-
proach in the sense that data is only loaded when
required. Particularly, the issue of data loading in
RiTE is modeled as a provider-consumer architecture
in which a provider driver serves data requests from
multiple consumer ones. Data coming from sources
(already processed) are managed at the provider site,
and only loaded to the catalyst (like a staging area)
when there is a need by any consumer. For each data
warehouse table, a view is constructed to: (a) integrate
its data residing in both the warehouse and the cata-



lyst, (b) make the process of updating data be trans-
parent to consumers. For reducing the catalyst’s size,
ad-hoc data loadings from the catalyst to the ware-
house are performed whenever a triggering condition is
met (e.g., the system load is below a specified thresh-
old). However, as a pioneer work in real-time data
warehouse, updates considered in RiTE are insertions
of new data records only. RiTE does not consider the
read-write data conflicts between updates and OLAP
transactions, and hence does not address our problem.
However, when updates are append-only, RiTE can be
incorporated into our technique for faster data loading.

Thiele et al. [21] introduce WINE, a technique for
scheduling updates and OLAP queries based on the
notion of QoS (quality of service) and QoD (quality of
data). To a certain extent, QoS and QoD are equiv-
alent to the transaction and data timeliness require-
ments. However, QoS is based mainly on transac-
tion response time, and hence does not address the
importance of meeting transaction deadline whereas
it is the most important factors in real-time systems
[1, 2, 11]. As pointed out in [1], as long as transac-
tions meet their deadlines, the response time issue can
be ignored. WINE also does not consider the prob-
lem of view maintenances. Thus, we choose not to
compare with WINE in our empirical study. Another
report documented in [22] recently by the same au-
thor proposes the concepts of global and local strate-
gies for scheduling activities in real-time data ware-
houses. Similar to [21], it assesses the optimal way to
balance between data freshness and response time re-
quirements of user queries. This is once again different
from our philosophy taken in this paper. Therefore,
details about and comparison with the technique are
not further explored.

A novel method for reordering transactions to im-
prove transaction throughput is proposed in [16]. It
functions by exploiting the dependencies among and
knowledge on the currently running transactions and
the transactions waiting to be run. Nevertheless, it
does not explicitly consider the problem of scheduling
updates and view maintenances whereas these are the
two important factors in our scheduling algorithm.

Recent work by Brucker et al. [6] propose a J2EE
architecture for an ETL environment which supports
real-time data extraction and transformation. In this
paper, we assume such real-time ETL (RTETL) exists.

3 Methodology

In a classical data warehouse, the ETL module per-
forms data extraction, transformation and loading in
a batch mode. When moving to a real-time data ware-
house, the ETL is improved to operate in a timely-
oriented manner. Recent work by Brucker et al. [6]
proposes a J2EE architecture for an ETL environment
which supports real-time data extraction and trans-
formation. The RTETL asynchronously propagates
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Figure 1: Monitor-Integrator Architecture.

changes from operational data sources to the real-time
data warehouse. Pending updates are then stored in a
special data area called unapplied set, structurally sim-
ilar to that in [11]. The real-time data warehouse sys-
tem comprises of the current data objects in the data
warehouse along with the unapplied set. Our goal is to
schedule the pending updates and OLAP transactions
on the data objects. The real-time data warehouse
architecture of our method is shown in Figure 2.

3.1 The solvability condition and data ver-
sions

We make the following assumption in our work which
we call the condition for the solvability of the prob-
lem: “For any interval of time of length Δt where 0
≤ Δt < ∞ and for any data object o, the number of
updates for o arriving at the data warehouse during
this interval is finite”. This is derived from the fact
that computing resources in practice are limited. This
assumption is also applicable to [10, 11, 18, 12] but it
is implicitly used. The assumption implies the average
number of updates arriving in one unit of time is finite.
This is practically true since even in fast domain like
financial stock, this number is just about 500 updates
per second [11].

Using this assumption, we build the index for the
set of versions of a data object o as follow:

∙ Step 1: Before the very first burst containing the
insertion of o arrives at the data warehouse, we set
i = 1.

∙ Step 2: For every burst of updates on o arriv-
ing at the data warehouse, we denote its arrival
time by t and the set of updates contained in
the burst as SB . For every update U ∈ SB ,
we denote the data carried by U as U.o. Due
to the above assumption, the number of updates
for o arriving during the time interval [t, t] is fi-
nite, i.e. SB is a finite set. Thus, the cardinality
of SB can be represented as some integer N [7].
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Therefore, there exists a bijection F from SB to
{i, i+ 1, . . . , i+N − 1}. Choosing such an F , for
every update U ∈ SB , F (U) is called the index of
U.o and U.o is denoted as oF (U).

∙ Step 3: For any subsequent burst of updates on
o arriving at the data warehouse, repeat step 2
with i = N .

From the indexing scheme, it can be seen that for
any two different versions of o, their indexes are differ-
ent. In practice, the function F can be decided based
on the order of each update in the unapplied set, thus,
it is intuitive to assign lower index values for updates
nearer to the start of the set.

Using the above assumption, it can also be derived
that for any interval of time of length Δt where 0 ≤
Δt < ∞ and for any data object o, the number of
versions of o available in the data warehouse during
this interval is finite (since each version is created by
one update).

3.2 Preliminaries

Data objects can be classified as base and view data
objects. A view data object is derived from one or
more base data objects. As a preliminary work, we do
not consider views derived from other views as well as
index maintenance [9]. These are considered in future
work. Versions of a data object o are indexed using
the set of integers starting at 1 (c.f., Section 3.1). A
version with index i is denoted as oi, and the next ver-
sion oi+1 invalidates oi if and when it arrives. Version
management schemes sequentially delete old versions
based on various policies [11, 18].

Definition 1. [Validity interval] The valid-
ity of oi, denoted as V I(oi), is defined as
[LTB(oi), UTB(oi)) where LTB(oi) is the lower time
bound, and UTB(oi) is the upper time bound of oi.
V I(oi) specifies that oi is valid from LTB(oi) and be-
comes invalid from UTB(oi) onward.

If o is a base data object, then LTB(oi) equals the
arrival time of the itℎ update on o in the data ware-

house system, and UTB(oi) equals the arrival time of
the next update on o (or ∞ if there was no further
update). If o is a view data object, the validity inter-
val of oi depends on whether or not it was updated
(recomputed) on demand by an OLAP transaction, as
explained in Section 3.3.

Let us denote the start time of an OLAP transac-
tion T as s(T ), the arrival time of an update U as
arr(U), and V er(o, t) as the set of version numbers of
any data object o that can be found at time t in the
data warehouse system. Consider a base data object o
having some version in the data warehouse system at
time t (i.e., V er(o, t) ∕= ∅), and let m be the smallest
element in V er(o, t).

Lemma 1 The union of validity intervals of all ver-
sions of o forms an open continuous range which is
lower bounded by the LTB of the oldest version. Math-
ematically,

∪

i∈V er(o,t)

V I(oi) = [LTB(om),∞)

Proof. From Definition 1, we know that
UTB(oi) = LTB(oi+1), and the last version has
UTB = ∞. Also, since only old versions are deleted
sequentially, the validity intervals of successive ver-
sions of om can be combined to give the continuous
range as desired.

Consider an OLAP transaction T which is based on
a set of data objectsQuerySet(T ). Let ReadSet(T ) be
the corresponding set of data versions that are actually
read, one version for every object o ∈ QuerySet(T ),
and let V I(T ) be the validity interval for candidate
versions of the remaining objects to be read. Initially,
when T starts at s(T ), V I(T ) is set to [s(T ),∞). As
T reads desired data objects, its validity interval may
change in order to avoid reading inconsistent versions
of data objects. Particularly, after reading a data ver-
sion oi such that V I(oi) ∩ V I(T ) ∕= ∅, V I(T ) is set to
[max(LTB(T ), LTB(oi)),min(UTB(T ), UTB(oi))).
If the scheduler cannot find any version for a required



data object within V I(T ), then T is aborted. So a
candidate data version must be valid within V I(T ).

Data inconsistency may also be caused by append-
only updates [23], so a transaction should only read
data already available in the data warehouse system
when it begins. If this requirement is not enforced,
using ODRTB [11], a transaction T may be aborted
if it tries to read a data object that is not in the
data warehouse system before s(T ). In other words,
if T reads a base object o at time tr, for every ver-
sion k ∈ V er(o, tr), LTB(ok) > UTB(T ). Such ob-
ject o does exist if it was created by an append-
only update U which arrived before T could read o,
and by that time, its validity interval had reduced so
that UTB(T ) < arr(U). ODRTB does not handle
this problem of append-only updates explicitly, but
in ORAD, we enforce this requirement. More specif-
ically, only data objects o ∈ QuerySet(T ) such that
V er(o, s(T )) ∕= ∅, are considered by T . This solution
can also be used by ODRTB.

Besides remaining valid within V I(T ), in order to
maintain correctness, the data versions in ReadSet(T )
should also be relatively consistent with each other.

Definition 2. [Relative consistency] A set of
data versions S (of different data objects) is said to
be relatively consistent if

∩
{V I(oi) : oi ∈ S} ∕= ∅

So the scheduling algorithm should ensure that all
objects inQuerySet(T ) should be represented by some
version in ReadSet(T ), and all versions should be rel-
atively consistent with each other and valid within
V I(T ).

3.3 Scheduling Algorithm

In our scheduling policy, priorities among OLAP trans-
actions are set using the earliest-deadline-first priority
assignment. A tardy transaction is useless and should
be aborted by the system to avoid wasting resources
[11]. Similar to [18], no locking protocol is used for
data accesses, since there are no read-write conflicts
among OLAP transactions and other write activities.

Recall that when the requirement of restricting
append-only updates is enforced, base data object o
is only considered by a transaction T if some version
of it existed in the data warehouse system when the
transaction started. From Lemma 1, we know that
at time s(T ), the union of all validity intervals of o’s
versions forms an open continuous range whose lower
bound is the LTB of the oldest version (at time s(T )).
Since V er(o, s(T )) ∕= ∅, this range contains s(T ). Re-
calling V I(T ) is set to [s(T ),∞) initially, it is intuitive
to see the scheduler always finds a version of o no mat-
ter how wide V I(T ) is. Thus, in ORAD, in order to
increase the freshness of data read by T , when T reads

an object o (base or view), we always choose the latest
version of o whose V I overlaps with that of T . The
details of this approach are presented below, and the
correctness of the procedure is shown in Theorem 1.

When update U arrives on a base data ob-
ject o: The process for handling U is described in
Algorithm 1 (Process Update). Let oi be the data ver-
sion of o carried in U . V I(oi) is set to [arr(U),∞).
Concurrently, UTB(oi−1) is set to arr(U) signifying
that oi−1 is only valid up until the arrival time of oi.
Let vj be the latest version of any view data object
v derived from o. If UTB(vj) = ∞, we set UTB(vj)
to arr(U). Transactions reading any data objects af-
fected by the arrival of U will have their UTB changed
accordingly.

Algorithm 1: Process Update

Set V I(oi) = [arr(U),∞)1

Set UTB(oi−1) = arr(U)2

foreach transaction T that has read oi−1 do3

Set UTB(T ) = min(UTB(T ), UTB(oi−1))4

foreach view data object v derived from o do5

Set vj to the latest version of v6

if UTB(vj) = ∞ then7

Set UTB(vj) = arr(U)8

foreach transaction T that has read vj do9

Set10

UTB(T ) = min(UTB(T ), UTB(vj))

When OLAP transaction T arrives: The pro-
cess for handling T is described in Algorithm 2 (Pro-
cess Transaction). T ’s validity interval is set to
[s(T ),∞). For each data object o read by T (i.e.,
V er(o, s(T )) ∕= ∅):

∙ If o is a base data object: We choose oi, the lat-
est version among all versions of o available in
the data warehouse system, such that V I(oi) ∩
V I(T ) ∕= ∅. If oi has not been applied (still
in the unapplied set), an update (OD-update)
is triggered inheriting the priority of T . When
the OD-update finishes, T reads oi and V I(T )
is set to V I(oi) ∩ V I(T ). This is different from
ODRTB [11] which selects the version whose V I
has biggest intersection with V I(T ).

∙ If o is a view data object: Similar to the case
of base data objects, we choose the latest version
oi of o such that V I(oi) ∩ V I(T ) ∕= ∅. If such
version oi exists, we set V I(T ) to V I(oi)∩V I(T ).
Otherwise (i.e., no current version of o has V I
overlapping with V I(T )), a recomputation (OD-
recom) R to compute a relevant version of o for
T is triggered. R inherits the priority and the
validity interval of T , and is processed in the same
way as an OLAP transaction. The new version of



o has V I equal to the intersection of V I(R) and
all the validity intervals of the data versions read
by R.

Algorithm 2: Process Transaction

Set V I(T ) = [s(T ),∞)1

foreach data objects o read by T do2

Set oi to the latest data version of o such that3

V I(oi) ∩ V I(T ) ∕= ∅
if o is a base data object then4

if oi has not been applied then5

Trigger an OD-update to apply oi6

Set V I(T ) = V I(T ) ∩ V I(oi)7

else8

if no version of o has V I overlap with9

V I(T ) then
Trigger an OD-recom R for T10

Set oi to the version computed by R11

Set V I(T ) = V I(T ) ∩ V I(oi)12

Commit T13

When the system is idling: The data warehouse
system is considered to be idle when there is no run-
ning OLAP transaction. During the idle period, we
apply updates and perform view maintenances using
the URT scheduling policy [11] and switch back to our
normal scheduling policy when a new transaction ar-
rives.

3.4 Theoretical justification of our heuristic

Now we shall analyze the correctness of the heuristic
used in ORAD. In other words, we must show that a
transaction will be able to find a required data object
in the data warehouse system, as long some version of
the object existed before the transaction started. Con-
sider an active transaction T and a base data object
o ∈ QuerySet(T ) that exists in the data warehouse
system when T starts (i.e., V er(o, s(T )) ∕= ∅). Let us
denote the time T reads o as tr.

Theorem 1 At tr, there exists a version oi of o in the
data warehouse system such that V I(T )∩ V I(oi) ∕= ∅.

Proof. From Lemma 1, the union of all valid-
ity intervals of o’s versions that can be found in the
data warehouse system at tr forms a continuous range
[LTB(om),∞) where m is the minimum element of
V er(o, tr). We now prove that LTB(om) ≤ LTB(T ).

Assume LTB(om) > LTB(T ). If m = 1 then om
is the first version of o. Since o has some version
in the data warehouse system before s(T ), we have
LTB(om) = LTB(o1) ≤ s(T ) ≤ LTB(T ). This con-
tradicts with LTB(om) > LTB(T ). Therefore, m > 1
and om−1 is defined.

Note that UTB(om−1) = LTB(om), i.e.,
UTB(om−1) > LTB(T ). Thus, om−1 must also be
present in the data warehouse system no matter what
version pruning schemes are utilized (Section 3.5).
This contradicts with the fact that m is the minimum
element of V er(o, tr). Hence, it holds that

LTB(om) ≤ LTB(T )

i.e.,
V I(T ) ∩ [LTB(om),∞) ∕= ∅

Let
z ∈ V I(T ) ∩ [LTB(om),∞)

From Lemma 1, there exists i ∈ V er(o, tr) such that
z ∈ V I(oi). In other words,

V I(T ) ∩ V I(oi) ∕= ∅

According to Theorem 1, if a base data object o
read by T exists in the data warehouse when T starts,
at the time T reads o, ORAD will always be able to
find a version oi of o such that V I(oi) ∩ V I(T ) ∕= ∅,
regardless of the width of V I(T ). This is an important
finding opposing the theory proposed in [11] that the
wider V I(T ), the more likely that T can find a ver-
sion of o that is consistent with what T has already
read. Our theory on the other hand specifies that we
only need to choose latest version of base data object
whose V I has some intersection with V I(T ), no mat-
ter how wide the intersection is. The search for data
versions for transactions under ORAD also becomes
easier since we only need to look for the latest data
version whose V I overlaps with that of T . However,
this comes with some costs which are mentioned in
Section 3.5. For view data objects, if no versions are
found in the data warehouse system, an OD-recom will
be triggered. Since an OD-recom is processed in the
same way as an OLAP transaction and it reads only
base data objects, using Theorem 1, a version relevant
for T is always computed successfully. In other words,
the scheduler is always able to find a required data
object in the data warehouse system for transaction
T .

3.5 Optimizations

ORAD, like ORDTB [11] performs updates and view
maintenances during the idle period. According to
[11], this causes most of the data to be kept up to date
and reduces transactions delay due to on-demand re-
quests (OD-updates and OD-recoms). However, since
ORAD favors recent data versions more, the number
of on-demand requests required by OLAP transactions
may increase. Therefore we propose to prioritize up-
dates based on their potential to be called on demand.
Another side-effect of our heuristic is that it permits



efficient mechanisms to reduce the overhead (storage
and searching costs) of reserving multiple data ver-
sions.

3.5.1 Reducing the number of on-demand re-
quests

We use a cache (Cft) to keep track of data objects
that have higher frequency (and hence future poten-
tial) of access by OLAP transactions. This helps bring
updates on more frequently-accessed data to be ap-
plied first during the system idle period, thus reduc-
ing the workload of applying updates and performing
view maintenances after that period, which in turn
decreases the on-demand requests triggered by trans-
actions.

Cft may be implemented easily by storing the iden-
tities of objects themselves (as in this work), or by
storing primitive terms [15, 17] used in the selection
conditions of OLAP transactions. This data structure
can be based in memory, by restricting the number
of object identities/primitive terms stored in it. To
satisfy the space constraint, similar to the approach
in [15], the standard clock algorithm (an approxima-
tion of the LRU algorithm) is employed to maintain
Cft. The maintenance is carried out on the com-
mit of every OLAP transaction. When the system is
idle, updates to data objects transmitted from RTETL
are prioritized according to the order of object iden-
tities/primitive terms in Cft that they satisfy. Thus,
Cft helps bring more important updates to be applied
first.

As a consequence, not only does the freshness level
of data increase, but the amount of data that transac-
tions have to materialize is also further reduced. Few
transactions require materialized views which are in-
validated by updates [5, 17, 19], and efficient incre-
mental maintenance strategies can be used to quickly
update them. The benefit of such prioritization was
demonstrated in [1], where it was assumed that the
data could be classified into importance levels. How-
ever, as mentioned in the same article, such classifica-
tion is very hard to obtain in practice since data could
have many different values. Our heuristic is therefore
more applicable in the real-world context.

3.5.2 Reducing memory overhead to store
data versions

In ORAD, the memory overhead of storing multiple
data versions is minimized by applying the following
observations.

Under our policy, a data version whose UTB is not
greater than the LTB of a transaction would never be
accessed by it. So, given T , the set of active trans-
actions in ORAD, we intuitively prune out those data
versions whose UTB ≤ LTB(∀T∈ T ). This pruning
process can be carried out when an OLAP transac-
tion starts or commits. ODRTB on the other hand

only discards those data versions whose UTB ≤ s(∀T∈
T ) −Δ. In [11], Δ is chosen to be large (10s), in or-
der to achieve a low pMD . So, since s(T ) ≤ LTB(T )
holds ∀T∈ T in ORAD, and due to the high Δ, the
pruning rule used by ODRTB is too weak compared
to ORAD’s.

Another consequence of choosing the latest data
versions whose V I overlaps with that of the active
transactions, is that any transaction T starting af-
ter the idle period only requires latest data versions
at the time the period ends (using Theorem 1 and
the fact that when T starts, V I(T ) = [s(T ),∞)).
Hence, it is unnecessary to reserve old versions of data
objects but only the latest ones during the idle pe-
riod. Thus, URT for maintaining absolute accuracy
(URT/ACS in [11]) is the most suitable choice. How-
ever, we make some modifications compared to [11].
Particularly, each base data object is still associated
with a V I equals to [arr(U),∞) where U is the lat-
est update on the data object. On the other hand,
each view data object is associated with a V I equals
to [arr(Umax),∞) where Umax is the update with the
largest arrival time among others in the batch used for
refreshing the view data object. When the system is
idle, ORAD maintains only one data version per data
object while ODRTB still uses the same pruning rule.
All these indicate that the memory overhead incurred
by ORAD is smaller than that of ODRTB. This further
reduces the version scanning cost of ORAD.

3.5.3 Reducing I/O overhead to access data
versions

Since ORAD favors more recent data versions, its I/O
overhead of scanning versions is greatly reduced. Par-
ticularly, when looking for a suitable data version for a
transaction T , we only need to scan starting from the
latest version and stop when the first satisfied version
is identified. In the best case, the searching process
can be done with only one version scan.

ODRTB [11], on the other hand does not propose
any explicit scheme to minimize the I/O cost of search-
ing data versions. Assuming the interested data object
o has more than one version at the time T reads o, the
width-based selection scheme of ODRTB has to scan:
(a) in the best case, at least two data versions, and (b)
in the worst case, all the versions of o, to identify the
relevant one if every existing version’s V I has some
overlap with V I(T ). The overhead becomes worse if
the number of data versions per object is high. When
the I/O overhead per data version is not trivial (which
is very likely as mentioned in [18]), our method will
take lesser time to serve a transaction.

4 Simulation Setup

Though simulations may not give a complete picture
of what really happens, it is shown to be very suc-
cessful in simulating various real-time systems, real-



Parameter Description Value
¸B Arrival rate of update bursts (/sec) 1.2
¸U Arrival rate of updates within a burst (/sec) 33
¸T Arrival rate of OLAP transactions (/sec) 2.0
[Fo min, Fo max] Fan-out [0, 4]
[BSmin, BSmax] Burst size [1, 12]
Nop Number of read operations performed by a transaction 50
[Smin, Smax] Slack factor [1.3, 3.0]
NBASE Numbers of base data objects 6000
NMV Number of materialized view objects 600
pfrequent Rate of “hot” object accesses in an OLAP transaction 0.7
puf Rate of update on frequent data 0.5
tver I/O cost to process a data version (ms) 2.0
tIO I/O cost per operation (ms) 5.0
tCPU CPU cost per operation (ms) 1.0
Nmax Maximum size of Cft 600
Nf The number of data objects frequently accessed 3000

Table 2: Description of the parameters.

time databases and real-time data warehouses in the
literature. Thus, as with several previous works in
both real-time data warehouse and real-time database
[1, 11, 12, 14, 22], we use simulated experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

Although ODRTB [11] targets real-time databases,
its core idea can also be applied to the real-time data
warehouse architecture employed in this paper (c.f.,
Section 2). Other approaches [1, 12, 18, 20, 23, 21]
do not address all the issues of scheduling updates,
view maintenances and OLAP transactions, and are
therefore not compared.

We use the following metrics to assess the efficiency
of ORAD and ODRTB:

∙ the transaction deadline miss rate pMD

∙ the fraction of transactions meeting their deadline
without having read stale data psuccess

∙ the average number of versions per data object
navg

The first and second metrics have been used widely
in existing work [1, 11]. The last metric is utilized
to measure the memory consumption of ORAD and
ODRTB. Every time when version pruning finishes,
the average number of versions per object is recorded.
At the end of the simulation, navg is taken to be the
average of these values. The simulation setup is the
same as in [11]. The simulation parameters and their
respective default values are shown in Table 2. It is
highlighted that the parameter values are chosen as
reasonable values for a typical financial application [1,
2, 11]. More descriptions are given below.

Data Warehouse Model. The numbers of base
(NBASE), view data objects (NMV ), and frequently
accessed (Nf ) data objects in the data warehouse are

set to 6000, 600, and 3000 respectively. A similar fre-
quency rate is chosen in [1]. All objects in our model
are disk-based. The I/O cost to access a version dur-
ing the searching process is represented as tver. In [11],
the value of tver is relatively small. In this work, we
vary tver from 10% to 100% of tIO (the I/O cost per
transaction operation) since such costs are not triv-
ial in practice [18]. The number of view objects that
a base one derives (i.e., fan-out) is chosen randomly
from the uniformly distributed range [Fo min, Fo max].
Likewise, each view object has a (random) number of
base parents.

Update Model. Updates come in the form of
bursts where burst arrival is modeled as a Poisson
process with an arrival rate ¸B . The number of up-
dates within a burst is sampled uniformly from the
range [BSmin, BSmax]. Furthermore, update arrival
in a burst is simulated as another Poisson process with
an arrival rate ¸U . An update has a probability of puf
to be on a frequently accessed object, and as in [1], its
default value is set to 0.5.

Transaction Model. Transaction arrival on the
other hand is modeled as a Poisson process with arrival
rate ¸T . The number of read operations performed by
a transaction (Nop) is set to 50, and the probability
that a read operation accesses a frequent data object
(pfrequent) is set as 0.7. The associated I/O (tIO) and
CPU (tCPU ) costs per operation are set to 5.0 and 1.0
ms, respectively. Similar to all approaches for real-
time study [1, 11, 12], the deadline of a transaction T
is set to:

d(T ) = arr(T ) + SL× ex(T )

where arr(T ) is the arrival time of T , SL is
the slack factor (uniformly distributed in the range
[Smin, Smax]), and ex(T ) is the expected execution
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Figure 3: Effect of parameters on deadline misses.

time of T . Particularly:

ex(T ) = Nop × (tIO + tCPU )

To ensure that Cft does fully capture frequent access
patterns of transactions, its size, Nmax is expressed as
a percentage of Nf .

5 Empirical Results and Analysis

pMD vs. tver: This experiment investigates the effect
of the version-scanning I/O overhead (tver) on pMD

by varying the value of tver from 10% to 100% of the
I/O cost per operation (tIO). The result (Fig. 3(a))
shows that as tver increases, pMD of both algorithms
increases but ORAD scales better than ODRTB. This
complies with our argument about the I/O overhead
of version scanning. The transaction deadline miss
rate of ODRTB is very sensitive to tver. That is be-
cause when tver approaches tIO, the scanning cost ap-
proaches the cost to perform one read operation, i.e.,
slack factor is less likely able to compensate the exe-
cution time of transactions. If each data object read
by an OLAP transaction has more than one version
suitable for it, ODRTB’s total cost to perform one op-
eration is about three times tIO (since at least two
versions are accessed). In contrast, the impact of tver
on ORAD’s performance is relatively mild because of
our version selection scheme is less affected by tver and
less dependent on the number of versions per data ob-
ject. As observed during the simulation, ORAD usu-
ally needs only one scan to identify the relevant data

version. On the other hand, ODRTB usually requires
three to four times on average.

pMD vs. Nmax: This experiment aims to assess
the impact of the maximum size of Cft (Nmax) on
the performance of ORAD. It is noted that the larger
Nmax is, the better Cft is in caching frequently ac-
cessed data. Because of that, Nmax value is varied
from 20% to 60% of Nf . This setting is achievable
since Cft only stores object identities. Similar setting
is used in [15]. The result in Fig. 3(b) shows that
pMD decreases as Nmax increases, i.e., more transac-
tions meet their deadlines. This once again conforms
to our argument in Section 3.5. However, even with
small cache size (20% of the total number of frequently
accessed objects), the transaction deadline miss rate of
ORAD is still less than 2%. This implies the efficiency
of other optimizations used in ORAD.

pMD and psuccess vs. ¸T : This experiment evalu-
ates the impact of transaction arrival rate (¸T ) on pMD

and psuccess of both ORAD and ODRTB. We vary ¸T

from 0.5 to 5.0 transactions per second. All the other
parameters are set to their default values. We observe
from the result (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)) that as ¸T in-
creases, pMD increases while psuccess decreases. That
means, when the system load is high, both transaction
timeliness and data timeliness decrease. This agrees
with previous studies [1, 11]. However, ORAD always
achieves lower pMD and higher psuccess than ODRTB.
That results from the total effects of our optimizations.

We also investigated the effect of update burst ar-
rival rate ¸B on both techniques performance. Par-
ticularly, for each value of ¸B , we run the simulation
with ¸T varying from 0.5 to 5.0 transactions per sec-
ond and observe how pMD and psuccess change. The
values obtained also show that ORAD always yields
lower pMD and higher psuccess than ODRTB.

navg vs. ¸T : To assess the memory overhead of
ORAD and ODRTB, we keep default values for other
parameters while varying ¸T from 0.5 to 5.0 trans-
actions per second. From the results obtained (Fig.
4(c)), we see that ORAD always consumes less mem-
ory than ODRTB. More specifically, ODRTB’s mem-
ory overhead overall is about two to three times that of
ORAD. This shows that our pruning strategy is much
more efficient than that of ODRTB. Furthermore, the
high memory overhead of ODRTB worsens its version
scanning overhead since there are more candidate ver-
sions to access. In general, ORAD requires less than
two versions per data objects. Hence, ORAD’s mem-
ory consumption is also less than that of 2VNL [18].

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we first factored the issues of building
real-time data warehouses into two separate parts and
through that, pointed out the feasibility of applying
available scheduling techniques in the field of real-time
database to real-time data warehouse. We then pre-



sented an efficient approach for data loading and view
maintenance in soft real-time data warehouses. Our
approach, called ORAD, aims at scheduling updates,
view maintenances and OLAP transactions while still
enforcing the transaction and data timeliness require-
ments of OLAP transactions. Through extensive em-
pirical study, ORAD has been shown to outperform
current the state-of-art approach on every aspect.

In future work, we are considering to integrate
ORAD with RTETL into an open source RDBMS,
and evaluate its performance with actual system stud-
ies. We are also investigating the issue of index main-
tenance in real-time environment as well as batching
(all operations are performed on a per object basis)
since under the batch setting, our method may suffer
high overheads. However, object clustering can be em-
ployed in this scenario to cluster similar objects into
the same group and the scheduling policy is designed
to work with groups of objects instead of individual
entities. As a consequence, this will help reduce the
overheads caused by batching. The notion of object
similarity is an interesting point to explore. Another
promising research direction is to combine the find-
ings here to those in stream mining, like outlier de-
tection in time series [3], to construct a complete sys-
tem for learning tasks. It is widely known that most
data mining applications rely on the data provided by
traditional data warehouses. With the availability of
real-time data warehouses, it is natural to utilize them
in streaming and time series contexts where lots of up-
dates and data retrievals (read activities) need to be
performed in real-time. Thus, a complete prototype
as such will definitely be beneficial for the knowledge
discovery process.
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